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Abstract - Since 195D many studies have been devoted to physical and chemi-
cal trans-Formations in plasmas. In this paper we do not propose to make an
exhaustive overview but to underline the main development points oF plasma

chemistry.
First after a brie-F historical review, we present the plasma chemical reac-
tors and describe the difFerent types oF plasma generators.
We discuss then oF the two main parameters to be taken into account in plas-
ma chemical reactor : mixing oF the reactants and quenching. We examine mo-
dels taking into account kinetics, diffusion and mixing oF reactants and
also the catalysis problems.
Secondly we recall the energetic situation and the advantages oF plasma che-
mical reactors. We review the actual industrial plasma processes, essentially
surFace treatment and spraying, spheroTdization, ultra-Fine powders produc-
tion, remelting, ozone production and we try to guess what will be the -Futu-
re tendencies in the industrial development of plasma processes either -For
high quantity production and -For high commercial added value products.
In the third part we deal with the diagnostic techniques. For the plasma,
attention is given to the assumptions involved in each techniques specially
with regard to the local thermodynamic equilibrium. We describe a -Few tech-
niqueso-F measurement oF the temperature and population oF excited species
by emission and absorption, enhancing the advantages oF laser light scatte-
ring. For the condenses particles injected in a plasma jet we present the
most recent techniques to measure in -Flight their velocity (LDA), their
temperature (statistical pyrometry) their diameter and their -Flux.
In the last part, through -Four examples : nitric oxide synthesis, acetylene

production, plasma spraying and extractive metallurgy we try to show, what
progress the development oF the measuring techniques and oF the modelisation
has brought and what is still to be made.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1960 many studies have been devoted to physical and chemical trans-Formations
in plasmas. Un-Fortunately at the beginning, the unsuitability oF the theoretical concepts
used -For the understanding oF the phenomena, associated with a rather poor perception oF the
economical considerations led, in the late sixties, to a lack oF a coherent research programs
in United States. However, in the seventies with the improvment oF our understanding oF the
-Fundamental phenomena in the plasma, and with the situation arising -From oil crisis, interest
in plasma chemistry has been renewed. The progresses that have been done in measurement tech-
niques and data acquisition (cross sections and kinetics constants even -For excited states,
diFFusion coeFFicients, thermodynamic and transport properties oF di-F-Ferent mixtures, veloci-
ty and temperature measurement oF particles in a plasma jet) and -For the modelisation, allo-
wed an important reduction o-F the energetic costs oF reactions. This reduction coincided
with a tremendous increase oF the cost o-F oil and a better evaluation oF the economical cost
oF some well selected plasma chemical or physical processehave allowed some new industrial
development. Concurrently the industrial search -For new processes using electrical energy
has developed research in the -Field o-F plasma chemistry.

I - WHAT IS PLASMA CHEMISTRY

I-I. Historical
I-F one except nitric oxide synthesis by Zeus with lightnings, the -First laboratory

plasma experiment was per-Formed by Henry and Dalton in 1797 with a capacitive discharge in
methane where they get acetylene. The studies in discharges at the end oF the nineteen centu-
ry led in 1905 to the industrial nitric oxide synthesis by Birkeland and Eyde (1). UnFortuna-
tely the eFFiciency was poor and the process was abandoned -For the classical Haber process
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with ammonia. The studies developed then up to the end of the second world war were essential-
ly (2) concerned with hydrocarbons, H2, N2, 02 and 03. With the development of the HF torches
in 1948 (3) and of the DC arc torch (4) the number of studies in plasma chemistry increased
considerably. In the seventies with the improvment of the measurement techniques the role of
the kinetic, electronic, vibrational, rotational excitations, the role of the non equilibrium
state and of the metastable states become better understood thus allowing a better correlation
between the discharge conditions and the products obtained.

1-2. The plasma chemical reactor
Generally (5) the experimental considerations in plasma chemistry may be divided in-

to three parts. Fig. I corresponding as first approximation to the three stages of the reac-
tion

- plasma generation
- reactions with the plasma gas
- quenching and recuperation of the formed products

xigB
Reactants A,B can be

introduced before step I, or
during step I or 2

Step

Production of exited species

Step 2

Reactions among exited species

Step 3

Quenching of high temperature
prod ucts

Fig. I - A plasma chemistry reaction

Unfortunately, the plasma characteristics are not independant of the choice of the
source and its choice is of considerable importance for the others stages and the reactor
must be conceived around the plasma source. So we will successively study the plasma genera-
tion, the problems of introducing the reactants in the reaction area and the quenching.

1-2-I. Plasma generation
The physical properties of the plasmas used in plasma chemistry (high and low pres-

sure arcs, glow discharges, HF discharges ... (5)) are very different. Usually the state

of the plasma is characterized by the electron energy (kTe) and electron density (ne). Gene-
rally, when the pressure is lowered, the ratio Te/Th of the electron temperature to the
heavy particles temperature, increases from about one at one atmosphere to about 100 for pres-
sures below I Torr. It is the same when one considers the intensity of the discharge current
more than 50 A for a ratio of about one and less than I A for a ratio lower than 50.

One has to remind that, at pressures near the atmosphere and high power levels, it
is possible to treat an important mass flow rate of products while at low pressure, the po-
wer and mass flow rate are usually low.

When Te/Th is near unity the gas temperature is high (a few thousand K) and these
plasmas are well suited for reactions that needs high enthalpy tranfer (fusion, spherodiza-
tion, spraying, vaporisation) or for the synthesis of inorganic materials (ceramics, NO,
C2H2...). Often however the temperature and density gradients are high along the radiusof
the plasma and it is difficult to get the same treatment for the products injected. One also
has to remind that as soon as a cold reactant is injected in the plasma the equilibrium si-

tuation is completly perturbated.
The plasmas with high Te/Th have usually the heavy particles temperature rather

low (often near ambiant) and they are well suited for the treatment of low quantities of
material very sensitive to the temperature effects (organic compounds for example).

From an economical point of view it is known that HF and microwaves (MW) plasma ge-
nerators cost in investment as much as 3 to 10 times (depending on the frequency) more than
DC or AC arcs per kilowatt of power level. Moreover the thermal energy transfer efficiency
is roughly betwenn 1/2 to 1/3 for HF or MW plasmas compared to arcs. Obviously cost is not
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the only criteria since as one has to consider also the nature of the reactants to be treated,
specially when dealing with agressive gases such as oxygen and chlorine.

Finally we have summarized in table 1 the main characteristics of plasma used in

plasma chemistry

Type of
plasma

Maximum

power
(kW)

Frequency
range
(kHz)

Pressure

range
(Torr)

Arc cur-
rent in-

tensity
(A)

TB/Ti Th
(K)

Therma
effici

ency
%

Nature
of the

pro-
ducts
treated

quantity
of the

products
treated

g/s

Glow
dischar-

ges
(6)

10 0 10-100 102_i 5-100 <1000 non agres
sive gas

- i03

Corona
dischar-

5 < 500 760 <101 5-100 300 any gas < I

ge
(7) (8)

Micro-
waves
(MW)

(9) (ii)

5 3i0-2i0 10-760 2-10 <3000 20 any gas < 10

(12)(14
10-760 1-50 <10000 < 50 any gas < 50

or solid

particles

Arcs
(15)(59)

10000 0.C.or0.1 100-760 > 50 1-5 2000
20000

< 90 non agres-< 100

sivegas
solid

particle

Table I : Main characteristics of plasma sources

1-2-2. Mixing of the reactants
As we have indicated on Fig. 1, the mixing of the reactants can be done before or

after the plasma generation.

a) - Mixing before plasma generation. In this case there is no problem for mixing the gaseous
reactants but one has to be sure, as soon as the plasma is in contact with electrodes, if any,
that there is no reaction with them for example with agressive gases like oxygen, chlorine...
With solid reactants when the problem with the electrodes is solved the heat transfer to the
particles is much more efficient (12) specially if the material to be treated is uses as anode
(60) as in the Mc Rae plasma furnace (52). One has also to think about the reaction to be per-
formed and its selectivity. For example (61) if one injects oxygen and nitrogen into a plasma
before the plasma generation the NO synthesis might be decreased because, in certain condi-
tions,the main processes are

N + 02 = NO + 0
0 + N2 = NO + N

and it is preferable to dissociate only N2 to get N and then to inject cold 02 after plasma

generation.
b) - Mixing after plasma generation. In this case there are no problems with. electrodes but
the injection of a cold reactant in a plasma is often difficult, specially if it is a hot

heavy particles plasma with a high viscosity and this injection modifies strongly the plasma
excitations and temperatures. One has to study the heat and mass transfer and the excitation
transfer that often becomes the main reaction process

1-2-3. quenching
quenching in plasma chemistry plays two important roles

to withdraw excess energy from the excited new species which are formed,
to prevent the inverses reactions that destroy the new products.

This is obtained by
- excess energy removal, that is to say the reduction of the kinetic temperature that governs

the creation-destruction equilibriums
- the more or less specific destruction of the electronic and vibrational excited species

(walls, collisions, recombinaisons) that can induce new reactions, some time undesirable.
As well in hot as in cold plasma, in most cases of plasma chemistry, quenching is the most
important phenomena determining whether a new product is obtained or not.
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In a hot heavy particle plasma, the quenching rate is oF -First importance and must
be greater than iO K/s to be eFficient. The moment oF the quenching and the law oF quenching
(dT/dt = -F(t)) are also oF primary importance (62)

1-3. Modeling
1-3-1. In gaseous phase
Modeling o-Fhomogenous reactions is particularly sensitive to the basic assumptions

envolved'specially in the quenching stage,to take into account the rapid variation oF tempe-
rature oF the excited species. The parameter to be considered is the DamkMhler parameter 63)
DI, ratio oF the chemical reaction time tc to the mechanical residence time tm. The equilibrium
is obtained for DI << 1, for example in a D.C. plasma jet it implies reaction times shorter
than 10 S. The equilibrium calculations are now well known (64-67) although they do not
describe what happens during the cooling phase, that is to say, the quenching. In all the
cases one has to take into account the kinetic calculations (68) for which the two problems
that remains to be solved are the lack of the data specially of excited states (69-71) and
the "stiffness" of the numerical integration methods (72).

1-3-2. With solid particles injected in the plasma
To perform the calculation of the transport properties of the plasma (78-82) the

first hypothesis is that the plasma is in ETL but one of the main problem is the lack of
datas for interaction potentials in complex mixtures. Then the heat and mass transfer bet-
ween plasma and particles is determined though equations (63-88) using empirical correlations.
But there is still a lot of work to be done to take into account all the phenomena (for exam-
ple the cooling of the plasma by the particles (89)) and to determine the mean values of the
transport properties to be used between the plasma and the particles especially during the
evaporation stage. The chemical changes are in most cases, governed by diffusion (86) corres-
ponding to long times (>0.1 s) and thus necessitating plasma furnaces with long residence
times for particles (36-59).

II - INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF PLASMA CHEMISTRY

Il-I. Energetic situation
Tite apparent Fast decrease of the world reserve of oil and natural gas and the tre-

mendous increase of their prices lead to a complete reevaluation of their use as energy
sources. Taking into account the energy reserves (cf table 2 (90) the use of electricity
produced either from nuclear plants or cOal plants seens to be the most reliable for the
end of this century. For example in France, nuclear power plants are expected to supply about
45 of the electrical energy demand in 1985, giving rise to a supposed decrease of the re-
lative cost the electric energy compared to other sources of energy.

Energy (in billion t.e.c.)

available obtainable Demand
ressources ressources 1973 2000

Coal ID DOD 600 2,7 4
Fossil Oil > 150 > 150 4,2 6

Energy Natural gas > > 75 1,1 2
Shale 1 000 1

Geothermal 1011 300(year) 0.001 0.3
Nuclear > 65 000(year) >20 000(year) 0.08 15.3

(uranium, thorium,

plutonium)

Solar 150 000(year) I SOO(year) 0.5
Renewa- Wind 3.108 (year) 10(year)
ble Ocean 80(year)

Tidal 4(year) 0.1(year) 0.000 0.001

Hydro 10(year) 0.3(year) 0.2 0.4

TOTAL 8.3 29.5

Table 2 : Energy sources S

Further the world ressources of energy and carbon raw materials have been developped,
up to now, through oil and natural gas and heavy chemistry and energy have had a parallel de-
velopmnent (91) in this conditions a distinction between the raw material for the energy use
and for the chemical use becomes necessary. For example in the USA (92) an increase of the
oil consumption for the chemical uses and a decrease for the energy uses in now forseen Fig. 2.
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TOTAL GAS i
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Fig. 2 - Present and projected need oF hydrocarbons -For petrochemical and as a
source oF energy in U.S.A. Reprinted -From (92)

This new situation o-F various types of energy sources and oF the raw materials im-

plies naturally that many' chemical processes at high temperature use electrical heating or
reactions under plasma conditions.

We have to emphasize that the plasma chemical processes have the -Following important

advantages
- they can be operated and stopped very quickly,
- they have a high energy density and the reactions are very -Fast compared to the

classical reactors allowing the use oF small units with a rather low investement cost,
- they are usually not polluting.

11-2. Industrial plasma processes
The plasma chemical processes used now in industry are getting wider acceptance, but

due to the oil price be-Fore 1973 they essentially concern the treatment oF products in rather
small quantities with a high or medium commercial added value.

11-2-1. Surface treatment
Surface treatments either by thin film deposition with low pressure plasma or by

plasma spraying to give some specific properties to the surfaces are the most widley used

plasma chemical processes.
- integrated circuits technology

the plasma activated chemical vapour deposition (93,94) allows the passivation of
the integrated circuits by the means of Si3N protection layer deposited at temperatures lo-
wer than 40000 as used by Texas instruments, or the deposition of dilectric films (Si,5i3 N,
Si 0 N ...) (95,97). Reactors are now on sale (LETI in France, Applied Materials in USA).

X y Z
plasma etching (98-101) with selective etching of different materials (Si, 5i02,

Si3N,Al) by a reactive plasma (CF for example) seems a best way than the classical humid
processes ant it is now used in industry (L.F.E., T.P.C., Texas, I.B.M. ...)
- surface treatment by cathodic pulverisation or ion plating is now on commercial operation
for the preparation of electrically conductive or semi-conductive layers, wear resistance
layers, dielectric layers... (102-106), for the surface hardness and wear resistance of ma-
chine tools (107-108) or for anti-corrosive layers (109).
- plasma polymeric surface treatment can be used, to modify the adhesion and wettability pro-
perties of surfaces. This technique now used in industry (R.P. France) allows the suppression
of the solvents, it is also used in printing for the linkage of polyethylene (110-111).
- plasma spraying is used on commercial scale since 1960. The plasma jets are well suited to
melt a powder feed and project the droplets at high velocity against a material to be coated.
This coating nickel aluminide, cermets, carbides, oxides, borides, silicides, refractory
metals are used for their wear, oxidation or corrosion resistance, as thermal or electrical
barrier, as controlled coefficient of friction surfaces (112-115).

11-2-2. Particles treatment
- spheroIdization in used commercially for zirconia (IONAO Tafa (116), for m.gnetite (117)
or ferrosilicon used for photocopy (118) (Xerox Go)
- ulitrafine powders with a very high specific surface is obtained from vapo-condensation in
plasma : titanium pigments in a 400 kW HF torch (12) or in a 500 kW DC arc (119), silica

powders are also produced by different plasma processes (120).

11-2-3. Other treatments
- the remelting plasma furnaces for noble metals (Ni, Mo, Ta, Ti ) are used in Europ
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III - PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

Ill-I. Diagnostics oF the gas phase in a plasma reactor
In this section a review will be made o-F the diFFerent diagnostic techniques curren-

tly used -For the determination oF the temperature and composition pro-Files in a plasma reac-
tor.

Attention in given to the assumptions involved in each technique especially with
regard to the Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) hypothesis which is necessary with all
o-F the classical spectroscopic techniques (173-176).

The other question which also arises in all optical measurements on plasmas is the
treatment oF the radiative transfer through the plasma. Since optical observations are always
made along a line passing through an inhomogeneous, and sometimes absorbing medium, the mea-
sured quantity. represents the integral oF that property along the optical path. The local
pro-Files can only be obtained in this case by such techniques as the Abel inversion (177-180)
or other more sophisticated methods in the case oF optically thick plasmas (181) or non axisy-
metric plasmas (182-185).

Over the last -Few years, as a result oF the rapid development oF laser technology,
new plasma diagnostic techniques have been developed which do not require the LTE hypothesis.
Laser scattering techniques such as the Thomson and Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering,
and resonance -Fluorescenceare typical examples.

These have the added advantage of having a good spacial and temporal resolution. The
-Former being due to the -Fact that the measuring volume is the point of intersection of the
excitation beam and the optical path of detector as shown in Fig. 3. The temporal resolution
can be obtained using a pulsed laser as the light source. Pluses shorter than one microsecond
can be obtained without difficulty.

OBSERVED

SCATTERED LIGHT, Os

GAS

SCATTERING,..-'c.......J INCIDENT
VOLUME BEAM, 00

Fig. 3 - Geometric configuration fo light scattering diagnostics

Ill-I-I. Conventional spectroscopic methods
Under L.T.E. conditions, line volumic emission coefficient is a function of the con-

centration of the transition upper level. The emission coefficient value measurement - if
the transition probability of the investigated is known - combined with the law of mass action
(Saha-Eggert equation and Guldberg-Waage equation) allows the determination of the temperature.
Different methods based on the ratio of two lines emission coefficient are extensively cove-
red by Drawin (176).

With plasmas of pure gases such as Ar, He, N.) or air (187-190), measurements of the
continuum emission represent the simplest method for determining the plasma temperature. In
gases which form negative ions, the intensity of the affinity continuum resulting from the
attachment of the electron may be also used for diagnostic purposes. This method is specially
useful for the investigation of halides such as SFG.

A powerful diagnostic tool for the determination of the electronic concentration,
which does not require the L.T.E. hypothesis, involves the measurement of the atomic line
broadening. This is true especialy when Stark broadening is predominant and the Van der Waals,
resonance and Doppler broadenings can be neglected (176-191). However since the Stark broade-
ning is particularly important for hydrogen, a convenient diagnostic method consists of adding
H2 to the plasma gas whenever possible as long as the original plasma is not distrubed (192).

Nevertheless these methods may be used only at high temperature and electronic con-
centration (at p = 1 atm..., T > 6 500 K and N > 1015 cm3). These conditions are only ful-
filled in an high intensity arc or.in the core of plasma jet. At the contrary, in the plume
of a plasma torch with N2 as plasma gas for example, the gas temperature is about 3 to
6 ODD K and the plasma is quite out of L.T.E.. But the relaxation times of rotation-rotation
exchangesare so short that the molecule rotational temperature is always equal to the neutral

STOP
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translational temperature. A few measurement methods of the rotational temperature of mele-

cule N2, N2, 02, ON ... may be found in (175, 193, 194).

111-1-2. Methods based on refractivity
Since the refractive index of the different constituents of the plasma are additive,

the overall plasma index can be calculated as follows

(n-I) = (n-I) + (n-I) (n-I) (n-I).
plasma molecules atoms + electrons + ions (I)

The contribution of molecules and atoms represented by the first two terms on the
right hand side of equation (I) is adequately described out of the ultra-violet region by

the equation

n-I =A÷ B/A2 ' (2)
the constant A and B have been measured for most gases. The contribution of excited states
to the refractive index is usually small since the ground state population far exceeds that
of excited states in moderatly hot gases.

The contribution ofcharged particles represented by the last two terms on the rigth
hand side of equation (I) is given by

n2 = I - ui /w2 (3)
p

where w is the plasma frequency. Under typical plasma conditions, w may be taken as the
plasma frequency of electrons : p

w = (4 II N e2/m )1/2 (4)
p e e
The electronic contribution to the refractive index is more sensitive to the wave-

length than that of the neutrals. By performing diagnostic measurements at different wave-
lengths, it is possible to separate the contributions of the electrons from that of the neu-
trals.

It is noticed from equation (3) that the refractive index of the plasma is higher
the longer is the wave length of the incident beam.

H -N laser was widely used at high electronic concentration (N vI017 cm3) becausee e e

it can oscillate at wave lengths 0,53 pm, I,I5pm and 3,3 pm (195-205). Nevertheless at lower
electronic concentrations (n 17 .e 10 cm ) a 002 laser which oscillates at 10,5 pm is needed
(207-209). For electronic concentrations lower than 1014 cur3, plasma frequency lies in the
millimeter wave length range and the most suitable laser for refractive index measurements
is HCN-laser which operate on the wave length A = 337 pm (210-221) recent papers mention
a H20 laser which oscillate at 119 pm (212-213). For low pressure discharges microwave inter-
ferometry is very convenient (214-215).

An extensive development of refractive index measurement with numerical examples is

given by Schreiber (203).
There are numerous different experimental setups, which have been developed for the

determination of the electronic concentration, based on the measurement of the refractive
index (195-223). The simplest method
- the ray bending technique - is schemed on figure 4 for a cylindrical plasma column.

Fig. 4 - Geometry refractivity measurements : ray bending technique for a cylindri-
cal plasma
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In this case it is assumed that the electron density N has its maximum value in
the center oF the discharge and decreases monotonously towards he boundary. The plasma
column acts, there-Fore as a cylindrical diverging lens. The measurements of a.(p) distri-
bution, via Abel inversion, leads to N(r) distribution. Assuming an analytical pro-File
N(r) the calculations may be signiFicantly simpliFied.

The holographic in-Ferometry method - reported by Bauder (186) - while being more
sophisticated oFFers several important avantages. This method can be used in the double pul-
se or real-time holographic inter--Ferometry mode. In both cases, the reFerence beam oF a
classical inter-Ferometer (such as a Mach-Zehnder inter-Ferometer) is replaced by a -First
exposure oF the holographic plate in the absence oF the plasma. A second hologram is then
taken on the same plate, but this time in the presence oF the plasma. Since an identical
nptical path was used -For the generation o-F the -First hologram as well as -For the surimposed

hologram taken through the plasma, disturbing eFFects o low quality optical components and
reaction chamber windows cancel. Fig. 5 illustrates a typical set-up -For such holographic
interFerometry technique using either a pulsed laser source -For double pulse holography or

a continuous wave (CW) laser -For real time obserwation oF the plasma trhough the processed

-First hologram.

Fig. 5 - Holographic inter-Ferometry (schematic) . Reprinted -From Bauder (186)

In the -First case, the wave -Fields which existed at diFFerent times -For the two
exposures are reconstructed simultaneously. It is thus possible to study the interFerence
pattern resulting -From this reconstruction 0-F the two original wave -Fields. In the case oF
real-time holographic inter--Ferometry, the inter--Ference pattern to be investigated is
generated by reconstructing the wave -Field oF the -First exposure and superimposing it on
the wave -Field as it exists in the presence oF the plasma. Numerous successFul applications
oF this method have been reported in liiterature (219-223). An interesting application oF
holographic interFerometry to non-symetrical cold gas -Flow -Fields is described by Matulka

(224).
These methods are very convenient to get a spatial picture 0-F the electronic con-

centration oF a non stationnary plasma even near the electrodes.

111-1-3. Thomson and Rayleigh scattering F laser light
Electromagnetic radiation is scattered by particles. Owing to the large diFFerence

between the masses oF electrons and nuclei the principal contribution to the scattered
light is always made by the -Free or bound electrons (175-225).

First we shall consider the -Free electrons. The intensity oF the scattered light
is proportional to the Thomson scattering cross section, 0T -For an individual electron

= 8 it (e2/mc2)2/3 6.65 1025 cm2. Moreover not all scatered light is received by the
detector, snce observations are per-Formed only in selected directions as shown on Fig. 3.
In -Fact in order to improve the spatial resolution, as determined by the point o-F inter-
section oF the incident beam and the receiver -Field 0-F view, one is -Forced to use small angle
apertures to observe the scattered light. The ratio oF the scattered light actually observed
to the intensity oF the laser beam is typically oF the order oF 10-10 and 1O_1. Accordingly

only radiation delivered by giant laser pulses (pulsed Ruby or Yag lasers) provides suFFi-
cient incident intensity -For a measurable number oF photons to be scattered by a laboratory

scale plasma.
Further details oF the theory o-F Thomson light scattering is given by Kunze (225).
In the special case oF equal electrons and ion temperatures (Te = T. = T) and

using lasers with a wavelength, A, much shorter than the Oebye length, A0, :t.AQ >> A --÷ nor-
mal Thomson scattering), the -Frequency distribution oF the light intensity is a Gausian one,
centred at -Frequency u oF the incident radiation. The width at hal-F intensity is proportional
to the temperature T a the point oF observation. On the other hand when A >> A and T T.,
the -Frequency distribution oF the scattered light is composed oF three peas, a entraleone 1
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at ii with a width at half-intensity which is proportional to T. and two narrow satellites,
shi-Fed by + u whose value depends on T Fig. 6. The central peak has a gaussian profile
and corresponds to the ion component of he scattered spectrum the satellites have a Lorent-

zian profile and represent the electron component of the scattering spectrum.

detector

scattered beam

p1asmaglantruy
?7'P'-')° '

'aser I
Incident beam

Intensity of scatterd light

Fig. 6 - Spectral distribution of light scattered by a plasma (ct >> lTe T)
Reprinted from (174)

Electrons in bound states also contribute to the scattering spectrum. The total
cross section for coherent scattering of single particles of kind Z in the quantum state i

is given by

020 (N.-E.(E.-E.)2f../((E.-E.)2-(hu )2))
1 T 1 3 J 1 1J 3 1 0

where N is the number of bound electrons in the quantum state i, E.-E the energy difference
between i and j, and f. . the absorption oscillator strength. When t1e wavelength of the laser
light is much larger tn the wavelength of the resonance transitions, one have usual Rayleigh
scattering. in this case the scattering cross-section per atom is determined by the total
polarizability of the atom and is proportional to the fourth power of the frequency of the
incident light. Nevertheless Rayleigh cross sections, which are of the order 10-28 cm2, are
substantially smaller than the Thomson cross sections (about i03 to 10 times).

The experimental difficulties in such measurements should not be underestimated.
In order to obtain an umperturbed scattering spectrum the stray-light intensity must be
suppressed to a level of no more than a tenth of the intensity of the scattered light. This
is particularly a very hard problem that conventional light trapsdoes:no.tsolve fully (225).
It should be noted that Rayleigh scattering is generally used for calibrating detection devi-
ces used in Thomson scattering experiments.

It should be u nderlined that these methods do not imply any equilibrium hypothesis
and that the results have a good special and temporal resolution.

Thomson scattering has been used under a wide range of plasma conditions (226-232)
For example Oepts (229) has used it for the simultaneous recording of the local Ne and Te
profiles at many positions in a medium sized toroidal plasma. In this case, a =switched
ruby laser oscillator/amplifier system producing a power of 200 MW within 15 ns is emplo-
yed for the 90° scattering experiment. Observation of the Thomson-scattering light was made
using a commercial optical multichannel analyzer consisting of a vidicon camera tube (ISIT)
with scanning electronics, analog-to-digital conversion and data storage. The selection of
spectral and spatial elements and the data handling system is shown in Fig 7a. The laser
beam (6) passes through the discharge tube (T), containing the plasma. A 150 mm long section
of the laser beam is imaged by lens L1 through the window V1 onto a fibre-optic image guide,
F. The latter consists of a linear array of 300 fibres and receives an image of 25x0.065 mm2
The exit face of the long bundle forms the entrance slit of a spectrometer containing a colli-
mator lens L.) transmission grating G and prism F to obtain a non-deviating system. The conden-
sor lens L3 ocusses the spectral image on the ISIT detector tube. The image is scanned in
successive tr8cks of 500'channels each (20 mode) the signal per channel is integrated and
digitized. To reduce the amount of primary data, an accumulation register has been added to
the system to allow the storage of a number of spectra with a reduced spectral resolution.

vs
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Reprinted -From (229)

Fi-F. 7b shows a typical example oF observed spectra. The values oF the temperature
and the density -For an individual track are -Finally determined by -Fitting a gaussian curve
to the measured points. The detection limit is on the order o-F N = 5x102° m3 this density
produces a signal oF about 250 counts per track, collected typically -From a scattering volume
element which has the length -Fo 14 mm, and a diameter determined by the beam width oF 1 mm.

The work oF Vriens (233-234) is a good example c-F the use oF non resonant Rayleigh
scattering in low-current Ar, Ne and Xe arcs. The light sourcein this case a pulsed non-
Q-spoiled ruby laser, hasan energy level oF 0.5 J within 0.34 msec. The scattered light inten-
sity was large enough to be discriminated -From the background light o-F the discharge, without

aFFecting the plasma -Field.
Pyanitskii et al. (235-236) pointed out the possibilities oF using Rayleigh scattering

oF CW gas laser radiation -For diagnostic purposes applied to plasmas generated by conventional
D.C. plasma torch (Te 12 000 K, Ne n 1017 cm-3). Fig. 8 shows a theschematic diagram oF the

experimental setup.

Fig. 8 - Schematic diagram oF the experimental apparatus
in a D.C. plasma jet. Reprinted -From (235)

using Rayleigh scattering

F'

a) 2 b)

/

Fig. 7 - Thomson scattering : a) the SFICA detection system
b) example oF spectra taken -From diFFerent radii

urns generator



The laser beam (Argon ion laser : 1.8 watt, at X = 514.5 mm)was modulated at a
-Frequency of I kHz, at which the noise of the plasma under study was minimal. It was -Focused
on the plasma burning in Ar or N., at atmospheric pressure with a current oF 30 - 45 A Radia-
tion scattered at an angle 0 = 9tJ° by a volume located on the arc axis was collected by a
lens with aperture ratio I : 2.8 and was directed into a double monochromator. The spectrum
was measured with a photomultiplier and a lock in ampliFier connected to a recorder. The in-
tensities oF the scattered emission were measured in the range 5096-5145 by continuous
scanning at a rate of lo_2 and also by stepwise coverage of this range with an 500 s
duration oF recording on one wavelength. In both cases the time constant oF the lock in am-
pli-Fi-Fier was T 100 s. The width 6X o-F the instrumental slit -Function was 1.5 or 4.5.
The wide slit -Function was used when i was necessary toincrease the signal-to-noise ratio.
The measured spectra o-F the scattered emission' were compared with the theoretically calcula-
ted spectra

111-1-4. Reman scattering
Diagnostics oF hot -Flows by Reman scattering have spread over the last -Five years,

essentialy under turbulent -Flame conditions (233). In contrast to Rayleigh scattering,
Reman scattering in reserved to molecular spectroscopy only. It is an inelastic scattering
technique in which the scattered signal consists oF radiation that has su-F-Fered a -Frequency
shiFt characteristic o-F the stationary energy states oF the irradiated molecule. Reman spec-
troscopy represents a particularly powerFul tool because it enables even a trace constituent
to be both identiFied and quantiFied relative to the major constituents oF a mixture. In this
section we will give a brie-F review oF two aspects oF this promising technique : vibrational
Reman scattering (VRS) and coherent anti-Stokes Reman scattering (CARS).
a) Vibrational Reman scattering. The quantitative characteristics o-F Reman
241) can be explained in terms o-F the energy levels oF a molecule, such as
Fig. 9.

virtual state

I \stoices

antiitokes/ kline
line / %

..__.L_... -J2.i
II n

Fig.9

Fig. 9 - Schematic representation oF Reman vibrational Stokes and anti Stokes

scattering
Fig. ID - Raman and Rayleigh scattering -From N2 at 300 K and 1 500 K -For an

exciting laser line in the mid visible. Reprinted -From (239)

I-F a molecule gains energy during a scattering event, it goes to a higher energy
level. Conservation oF energy requires that the scattered light shiFts to a longer wavelength
X, which is called Stokes Reman scattering. On the other hand, i-F the molecule loses energy,
the corresponding scattered light is shi-Fted to a shorter wavelength. This process, which
can occur only with excited molecules, is called Anti-Stokes Reman scattering. 0-F course the
number oF possible lines is tightly limited by selection rules (242).

+ += 0,- 1 LJ = 0, - 2 -For diatomic molecules
The strong central peak characteristic oF vibrational Reman scattering is called Q

-branch (J = 0) it is surrounded by weaker vibrational bands called the 0 end S branches
(J = - 2 end J = 2 respectively). Typical Reman and Reyldigh scattering spectre -From N7
at 300 K and 1 500 K are shown in Fig 10 -For an exciting laser line in the mid visible (29)
The central unshiFted peek correspond to Rayleigh scattering which is -Flanked by vibrational
Reman scattering peaks. The vibrational Q-branches on the Stokes end anti Stokes sides are
shown at the characteristic Reman shiFts which is equal to 2331 cm-1 -For N2. It should be
noted that the relative intensities in Fig. 10 are drawn on a logarithmic scale end that the
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scattering (239-
those shown in
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Fig. 11 - Computed spectra of the Stokes Q branch for N2 at different temperatures
(laser line : argon 488 mm). At 300 K only vibrational band 0-1 occurs
whereas at 1900 K 1-2 and 2-3 bands appear. Reprinted from (238)

Fig. 12 - Schematic of turbulent combustor geometry and optical data acquisition
system for vibrational Raman scattering temperature measurements using
Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity ratios. Also shown are the expected Raman
contours by each of the photomultiplier detectors, the temperature cali-
bration curve, and several expected pdf's of temperature at different
flame radial positions. Reprinted from (239)

Density measurements can be obtained from vibrational Raman scattering observations
by comparing the intensity of the observed line with that of a known reference such as ambiant
air. Temperature measurements can be obtained as function of the ratio of two bands, such a
Stokes and anti Stokes pair, the ratio of the fundamental band to a hot one, or from a band
countour fit (243).

According to the Placzek theory, the Raman differential cross section can be calcu-
lated by a theoretical treatment of the polarizability of molecules exposed to the radiation
field(244-245). Since these are extremely small : (da/dD " 4 iO31 cm2 sr for the 0 + I
vibrational branch transition in N2 gas when excited at 514.5 mm (240)),the scattered
signal is quite low thus limiting the applicability of this technique.

Temperature measurements for turbulent flames by vibrational Raman scattering have
been extensively made by Lapp (243) who obtained a high temporal resolution by use of short
time duration pulsed laser. His experimental set up, composed of Stokes/anti-Stokes diagnos-
tics, applied to a turbulent diffusion flame is shown in Fig. 12. The laser source used was
a modified Phase-R flashlamp-pumped dye laser which can produce submicrosecond pulses in the
mid-visible with energies of I J within d spectral width of n, 0.15 mm. All laser shots were
monitored for laser spectral position and lineshape with a TV camera coupled to a small gra-
ting monochromator, and for laser pulse energy. Also shown in Fig. 12 is a schematic of the
relationship between SAS intensity ratios and temperature, and expected forms of the proba-
bility distribution functions (pdf's) of histograms of temperature at various flame positions.

A slight different technique was used by Pealat (246) and Bai-ly (247). Their method
was based upon the use of a high power (free-running ruby) laser which can provide a time
history of composition and temperature fluctuations over the duration of its relatively long
laser pulse (typically 0.1 to I msec). About 1.5 J of light energy at the ruby wavelength
(694.3 mm) is required to provideastatisticallysignifiant measurement of major constituent
densities and temperatures from a test zone of 1 mm length in flame gases at I 500°K. These
workers used a laser providing 100 kW of circulating power within the laser cavity averaged
over 0.7 msec. Thus, they obtained roughly fifty distinct measurements in that short period.
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Within the limits of short pulse duration, this time history can be used to provide pdf's,
correlation functions over short times, and the mid to high frequencyportion of the frequen-
cy spectrum of turbulence fluctuations. However, it is not easy to obtain simultaneous mea-
surements at several spatial points (spatial multiplexing) with this technique (239).

Further details on applications of vibrational Raman scattering can be found in
(248—251).
b) Coherent Anti—Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS). As pointed out earlier the major disadvanta-
ge of spontaneous vibrational Raman scattering is the extremely low level of the scattered
signal. Moreover in the presence of dust or soot particles in the hot flow, they are heated
up by the high power laser pulse and generate a strong blackbody radiation which can mask the
Raman scattering signal if the partial pressure of the specie under study in less than 10_2
atm (252).
CARS is a quite new method extensively developped by Taran et al (252-255) at ONERA. This
technique, very sophisticated and therefore rather expensive, has a sensity of the order of
iO mole fraction and well as greatly reduces interference from stray light and particulate
matter.
CARS signal is observed when two colinear light beams of frequencies w and 2 (l > U)2)
traverse a medium with a Raman active vibrational mode of frequence w such that w w1 -w2.
A new wave is generated at a frequency of w3 = 2 w1 - w2 in the forward direction ig. 13.
This wave is colinear with the incident beams. It results from the inelastic scattering of
the wave at w1 off the molecular vibrations which are being coherently driven by the waves at

w and 2•

Fig. 13 - CARS and CSRS

2w1-u2
'II

U?

2r4i

The experimental arrangment conceived by Taran (255) is shown in figure 14. It con-
sists essentially of a passive Q-switching ruby laser (1 MW within 8 ns) and of a dye laser.
The dye beam is spatially matched to the ruby beam by means of a telescope and superposed on
it by a dichroic mirror. The incident beams split by an aluminium coated wedged mirror: 80
is focused on to the measuring volume (flame, plasma) while the reminiding 20 is focused on
to the reference cell.

Fig. 14 - CARS experimental arrangment. Reprinted from (253).

When performing a measurement, the dye laser is tuned and scanned while the currents
land P e- of the photopultipliers are integrated in RC circuits and read on scope. The square
root o the ratio "ref is then averaged and plotted on semi-log paper. This presentation
gives signals of the susceptibility of the medium under study proportional to the concentra-
tion of the probed species the log display has the advantage of permitting direct compari-
son of line shapes and giving a measure of the rotational temperature.

CARS has the following disadvantages
-its detection limit is between 0.1 and I due to the presence of the non resonant background,
- it is sensitive to lasers instabilities,
- it is subject to saturation at the higher power levels.

On the other hand, it has the advantages of being
- insensitive to fluorescence interference
- extremely luminous (iO to 1010 more intense than normal Raman scattering).

For these reasons, CARS may be prefered to normal Raman scattering for the following
measurements
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— study of reactive media (chemical synthesis in plasma. ..),
- analysis of media containing particulate matter (sooting -Flames, plasma spraying...),
— investigation of flows near solid obstacles (as close as 10 tm of the surface).

111—I-s. Resonance fluorescence
Atomic resonance fluorescence, extensively developped at the University of Florida

by Winefordmer and Omenetto (256-257) is widely used for qualitative and quantitative measu-
rements of the concentration of trace elements in flames. Presently this technique extended
to molecules is finding increasing applications in plasmas either for diagnostics purpose or
for the study of elementary processes.

In this section we will briefly review the analytical approach proposed by Daily
(158-261) to solve the diagnostic problems in reacting turbulent flows. Like in the others
laser light scattering diagnostic methods, the measuring volume is irradiated by a high
power laser beam. However, in this case, the laser frequency must b exactly tuned to that
of an appropriate transition frequency of the probed molecule.

If the exciting light is of intensity I at the frequency of an absorption line of
the molecules considered, the moleculees are excted to the higher energy level according to
the following simplified two levels model

N1 + hv N2 (5)

where N1 and N2 are the lower and upper state concentrations respectively, B12 is the tins—
tein coefficient for absorption and B12 I is the probability of excitation. The upper level
is then depopulated according to equation (6)

N2 N1 + hv (6)

where A21 is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission.

In using the fluorescence phenomena for diagnostic purposes, a high power dye laser
beam is focused in the measuring volume and the radiation, received by the detector is measu-
red. Because the higher excited energy levels are so sparsely populated, virtually all the
reemitted radiation is due to the molecules that were originally in the lower energy level.
Thus the lower level concentration can be related to the intensity of the emission signal
using the corresponding rate equations. Either CW or pulsed lasers may be used although pul-
sed sources generally lead to a high signal to noise ratio, as previously discussed.

Unfortunately, however, spontaneous emission is not the only process for desexci-
tation of an excited molecule. Collisional desexcitation, or quenching, as represented by
equat.ion (7), can also occur at rates generally much faster than that of radiative desexci-
tation

M +M —'- N +M (7)
1

where 11 is the collision partner. The superscript * indicates that M may be internally exci-
ted after the collision and the subscript i represents an intermediate level between I and 2
levels. From the equations (5) to (7), we can obtain that,

dN1/dt = _N1B12I(t)+IQ21+A21+B21I(t)IN2 (8)

and
dN2/dt = —I—A21+B21I(t) N2+Ni B12I(t) (9)

where Q is the total quenching coefficient for N2, and Q21 is the specific probability that a
molecule in the level 2 will be quenched to the level I. The difference between and Q21 can
be due to collisional transitions to different energy levels or to chemical reactions.

For the sake of simplicity, if we neglect the absorption broadening,the equation of
radiative transfer may be written as follows

1(t) = h l2 N2(t) L +
10 (ID)

where 1(t) is the total intensity, L is the length of the measuring volume and 10 the inten-
sity due to the unirradiated plasma.

After the exciting radiation source has been shut off, 1(t) decays exponentially

I(t)/I(t=o) = exp (-(Q + A21)t) (II)

where t = o represents the time immediately following the shutoff of the pulse. The time
constant of the decay proces.s which. can be measured with Boxcar or Waveform Digitizer,
gives the quenching coefficient (262).

With an exciting light pulse of sufficient intensity and duration, saturated exci-
tation condition may be reached (263). In this case the integral of the decay curve as re-
presented by equation (12) yields the required number density of the species in the lower
energy level

N10=(I+g1/g2)((Q+A21)/A21) (4/hv12) I(t)dt (12)

Jo
and g1 and g2 are statistical weights of the lower and upper levels respectively.

Dayly (263) has shown that this method, may be about ID5 more sensitive than Raman

Scattering.
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Typical applications o-F resonance -Fluorescence have been reported by Stepouski (264)
and Betchel (265) who used it to measure OH local concentration in turbulent -Flames.

Atomic resonance -Fluorescence may also be used -For temperature measurement (256,
269-272), with a good precision between 600 and 3 000 K in the presence oF appropriate ele-
ments such as In, Tl. Moreover a method, based upon laser saturated -Fluorescence described
by She et al (274) allow the measurement o-F the velocity oF individual atoms. In this expe-
riment, shown in Fig. 15, the radiation beam generated by a tunable dye laser is split into
two parallel beams separated by a distance, d. These are directed into the gas stream. The
concentration o-F probed atoms must be such that no more than one resonant atom, on the aye-
rage, are present within the viewing region. As one resonant atom moves across the parallel
beams, it generates two light bursts separated by the atoms time o-F -Flight -From one beam to
the other, to as the bursts o-F -Fluorescence are analysed by a photon correlator, the gas
velocity can be obtained according to v = d/to.
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Fig. 15 - Experimental set up -For measuring the velocities o-F individual atoms.
Reprinted -From (256).

Further details about resonance -Fluorescence applied to analytical spectroscopy may
be -Found in (256) and (266-273).

111—1-6. Plasma gas velocity measurements
Most oF the methods decribed suppose that the plasma is in local thermodynamic equi-

librium.
The only method that does not disturb the plasma is the spectroscopic measurement oF

the OOppler o-F the lines (276). Un-Fortunately, this shiFt becomes sensible (more than a -Few
hundreth oF AngstrOm) only -For very high velocities (more than 2 000 m/s). Moreover it is
usually necessary to take into account the radial gradients per-Forming an Abel inversion and
the other possible shi-Fts due to the plasma (collisions, micro-Fields...) (176).

A rather simple method consist in measuring the dynamic pressure o-F the gas with a
probe. But, in that case, one has to know the plasma temperature and the probe disturbs the
plasma -Flow (at least it must be precisely pro-Filed) (277, 278). Also i-F the measurements
give rather coherent results with monoatomic gases like argon or helium -For temperature
smaller than 10 000 K, the recombination c-F atoms on the probe wall modi-Fies completely the
equilibrium with diatomic gases as N2 or H2 and so the temperature and the results are not
reliable.

Another technique consists oF the observation o-F a small electric perturbation su-
perimposed on the discharge either through the electrodes or with auxiliary electrodes
(279-280). However to detect such a signal in a highly luminous plasma requires an impor-
tant energy pulse to be supplied to the discharge (a -Few hundreth o-F Joules), which could
perturbates the plasma and the meas.urements have to te extrapolated to the zero energy.
Further the di-F-Fusion c-F the signal in the turbulent diatomic gases plasmas leads to the
impossibility o-F using such methods under such conditions.

The -Fourth technique which is getting increasing acceptance is Laser Doppler Anemo-
metry which uses very small particles injected in the plasma as tracer particles. The parti-
cle velocity, supposed to be the same as that c-F the gas is then measured by L.D.A. This
method will be -Further discussed in the next section. Fluorescence laser technique can also
be used in the absence c-F tracer particles as indicated previously (see and c-F § 111-1-5).

111-2. Measurements on solid particles in a plasma
-

As we have already mentioned, the treatment c-F solid particles is, in most cases,
done in thermal plasmas and one assumes LTE. The plasma being characterized by very impor-
tant gradients c-F temperature and velocity, a ponctual measurement is necessary. The size
c-F the particles being usually smaller tNan 100 pm, the number c-F particles passing at a
given point c-F the plasma is very important (easily more than I 000/s). Due to the plasma
gradients and the particle size distribution, the particles velocities and temperatures will
also be very diFFerent. It is then only possible to make a statistical treatment c-F the si-
gnals obtained. The quantities that have to be measured are, the velocity and the diameter
c-F the particles (they can be evaporated very quickly), the luminous -Flux emitted by the
particles themsel-F. From this -Flux, knowing the diameter, the velocity and the emissivity c-F
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. the particles it then possible to deduce their surface temperature. Except -For the
luminous -Flux emitted by particles themsel-F, the most reliable measurements are per-Formed
through laser ligth scattered by the particles. The power oF the laser must be important -For
difFerent reasons : the scattered light intensity varies with the laser beam power, the dia—
meter o-F the particle and with the observation angle (281). For example -For small particles
(< 5im), in a normal direction to the laser beam, theintensity o-F the scattered light, de-
pending oF the nature c-F the particle, might be iD-3 smaller than that -For 50 im particles.
Further-more since the plasma gadiation is important, specially in jet core, with the use c-F
very narrow band -Filters (< 3 A) to remove most -F the radiation c-F the plasma, the scattered

light intensity has to be important compared to the plasma signal, thus improving the signal/
noise ratio c-F the measurement. That is why lasers with powers up to 5 W are oFten used -For
con-Fortable measurements. On the other hand, the laser power should not be too high either to
disturb the plasma.

111-2-1. Particles -Flux

The population c-F the particles in a plasma may be measured very simply, counting,
during a given time, the pulses resultig c-F the. light scatterd by the particles passing
through a laser beam (-For example an Ar laser) . With thn powder -Flow rates used in plasma de-

vices, either -For spraying, spheroidizaticn, vaporization and chemical treatment, compared
to the plasma -Flow rate, the particle density is very low. For example in plasma spraying
with a particle -Flow rate c-F 2 kg/h and a gas -Flow rate c-F 80 Nl/mn with Cr2O3,4O pm particle,
the density is 1200 cm-3 and the probability to have simultanously twc particles in cylindri-
cal laser beam c-F 100 pm diameter normal to the plasma jet axis is smaller than 0,01. Then
using a laser c-F 100 pm diameter and detecting the scattered light at 900 with a diaphragm
c-F 100 pm, a ponctual measurement can be achieved and -For example Fig. 16 shows the distribu-
tion c-F alumina particles with a mean diameter c-F 18 pm injected in a nitrcgen d.c.Alasma

jet.

r[mmj

20

I0

C y[cm]

Fig. 16 - Alumina particles (J 18.5 pm) iso-Flux curves in a DC plasma torch
(290 A 100 V p = 72 %, N2 : 37 Ni/mn H2 11 Ni/mn

111-2-2. Particles velocity
a) Mechanical methods. The -Flow c-F particles is momemtariiy stopped with a barrier, and then
one observes the rate c-F the -Flow c-F particles downstream. With this technique a mean velo-
city is obtained in a plane orthogonal to the -Flow direction. With this technique it is pos-
sible to measure velocities between 50 and 200 n/s (282) but the plasma is strongly disturbed.
It is also possible to improve a little bit this type c-F measurements when using twc or more
disks rotating at diFFerent speeds, a hole in each disk selecting the particles with a given

velocity range.
b) Optical methods. The have been, up to day, the most oFten used. An image c-F the jet is
photographically recorded either with rotating mircr (283-284) or an ultra rapid camera (285).
Velocities up to 750 m/s have been measured by this technique. Un-Fortunately, due to the high
velccity gradients c-F the plasrra and due to the size distribution c-F the particles, the velo-
city c-F the di-F-Ferent particles observed on the same picture may vary -Frcm I tc 20 and it is
very diFFicult to determine a mean velocity -From the ever-lapping slopes c-F the trajectories.

One can also use optical detection c-F the particles connected to an electromic sys-
tem -Fcr data treatment. This is -For example the case c-F the "plasmascope" develcpped by Gold
(286), which makes an analysis in space and time c-F the luminous perturbation c-F particles
-Flowing in the plasma. Laser Doppler Anemometry is also an example c-F such methods.
c) Laser Doppler Anenometry. Since the -First work c-F Yen et al (287) in liquids, numercus in-
vestigations have been made mostly in gases (286-188) and mere recently in piasmas (289-293).
The problems encountered in plasmas are the impcrtant background radiation c-F the plasma, the

high velocity and temperature gradients. The latter necessitates a high spatial resolution
and so a very narrow -Fringe spacing leading to a high -Frequency signal (the -Frequency is pro-

I particle / second

I0 12
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portional to the ratio oF the particle velocity, in the direction normal to the fringes, to
the -Fringe spacing in the interFerential arrangement commonly used see Fig. 17. One has to
mention also the problems oF the electromagnetic saturation oF the electronic devices (H.F.
torches) or the electrical interFerence -From large current arcs.

In the interferential arrangement commonly used, the laser beam is splitted into
two beams of equal intensity Fig. 17 and a minimum number oF -Fringes must be taken -For a
correct measurement (more than 6) . But one has to -Find a compromise between a small measurement

volume (ponctual measurement) and the -Fringe spacing that leads rapidly to very high -Frequen-
cies with high velocity particles (with 150 im -Fringe spacing and 300 m/s particles velocity
F = GO MHz).

The signal may be analysed with three diFFerent techniques : -Frequency measurement,
period measurement or photon correlator. The first system, in spite oF some automatic devices
(294-295), is not well suited -For turbulents -Fluids, -For particles with a wide velocity range
or for low seeded gas. The counters that measurethe time necessary For a particle to traval
a certain distance (n -Fringes) is very well suited -For plasmas (its velocity range is between
I and 1000 m/s) specially if it is coupled with a microprocessor (295-296) performing a com-
plete statistical data analysis giving the minimum and maximum velocities, the standard devia-
tion as well as the probability distribution -Function. The photon correlator -First used in
plasmas by Vardelle (275) allows to extract signals with very low signal to noise ratio
(almost one) making it possible to perform measurements even in the core of the plasma jet
with very small particles (< 5 pm). Fig. 18 shows typical radial and axial velocity pro-Files
for 18 pm diameter alumina particles injected in a d.c. argon-nitrogen-hydrogen plasma jet.
The measured values dispersion is low on the torch axis (< 7%) but increases with the distan-
ce from the axis of the plasma (20% at r = 9 mn).

When the -iquency of the LDA signal is too high for the electronic devices used,
one can use the "method of focusing in two points". This method consists of splitting the
laser beam into two beams that are the focused in two points separated by a small distance
apart : 0,2 to I mn as represented on Fig. 19 (275). As the particle cross ech of these two
points, a small luminous pulse is emitted, and the time between two succesive pulses is used
to calculate the particle velocity. However this technique needs a powerful laser and some
precautions must be taken (275).

As we have already mentioned when the size of the particles is very small (< 5 pm),
the equations of motion (297-298-83-85) show that the particles follows the fluid velocity and
it can be used to measure the plasma velocity. However an important parameter to consider is
the particles acceleration to reach the fluid velocity, acceleration which is a function of
the plasma viscosity. For example at 8000 K with an hydrogen gas velocity of 1000 m/s and an argon

gas velocity of 600 m/s the acceleration of a 20 pm diameter particle is 5 times greater in argon.
At least one has to avoid the important effect of the kinetic energy of the particles on their
trajectories (85-275) specially in arcs and to use for example the solution of Boulos (293)
who seeded the plasma with alumina particles smaller than 5 pm diameter (elutriated from a
fluidized bed) through the arc at a very small mass flow rate to avoid distirbing it.

111-2-3. Particles temperature
In principle, the intensity fo the radiant energy flux emitted from the surface

of the particle is function of its temperature. When the particlevelocity is relatively low
(less than a few m/s) it is then possible to use the method proposed by Bonet (299) to measure

Fig. 17 - L.O.A. experimental set up. Reprinted from (275)
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Fig. 18 - Radial alumina particle ( 18.5 pm) velocity distribution along the jet
axis oF (D.C.) plasma torch (290 A 100 V p = 72 N : 11 Ni/mn)
Reprinted form (275)

Fig. 19 - Particles velocity measurement : schematic of the
laser team in two points. Reprinted from (275)

method of focusing a

its temperature : a mochromatic photograph of the moving particles is recorded through a
pyrometer which gives the reference radiation.

Lesinski (300) has developped a similar method by using a photomuitiplier in place
of the camera, the reference radiation being given by a hole travelling rapidly in front of
a reference tungsten ribbon lamp. The particle surface temperature is obtained by measuring
its surface emissivity.

The statistical treatment of the received signals first done by Lesinski, has been
improved by Vardelle (275). The sampling volume Fig. 20 is imaged by two lenses on to a pine-
hole put in front of an RCA 31034 C cooled phtomuitipiier equipped with a band-pass filter
(0,7 pm<X<1,05 pm). The sampling volume is approximatively a cylinder of 150 pm diameter with
its axis perpendicular to the plasma jet axis. Theanplitude of current pulses generated bythe
particles crossing the sampling volume is a functio of particles size and shape, surface tem-
perature, material emissivity and detection system arrangement. These signals are amplified,
shaped and analysed by a multichannel analyser wich provides the histogram of pulses amplitude
distribution Fig. 20. A previous calibration needed to know the pulse amplitude versus surface
temperature, is performed by simulation of particles of known diameter, velocity and tempera-
ture Fig. 21 : the tungsten ribbon lamp and the pin-hole simulate the particle while the
chopper simultates its velocity.

An histogram of pulses amplitude distribution is shown of Fig. 21 a. Taking into
account the difference between the tungsten and alumina emissivities, the surface temperature
histogram, plotted on Fig. 21 b, is obtained. Some plasma jet areas at different temperatures
are included in the sampling volume, so the histogram is relatively dispersed. The most pro-
bable temperature is taken as the representative temperature T of the particles at the
measured point.

Vy (j1]
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Fig. 21 - Alumina particles (qJ 18.5 m) surface temperature histogram. Reprinted
from (275)

This dispersion is partially due to the fact that the signal obtained comes from
the particles passing at any point of the plasma jet along the measurement cylinder, thus
having encountered very different thermal conditions. A typical evolution ofthe particles
temperature along the axis of a d.c. plasma jet is represented on Fig. 22.

Fig. 22 - Alumina particles (J 18.5 iim) surface temperature distribution along the
jet axis of a DC plasma torch (290 A 100 V p = 72 N2 : 37 Nl/mn
H2 : 11 Nl/mn). Reprinted from (275)
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Fig. 20 - Experimental set up for surface temperature measurement. Reprinted from
(275)
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To avoid this problem oF dispersion a device is now studied at the Thermodynamic
Laboratory o-F the University of Limoges, where the signals coming -From the I.R.P.M. will be

stored only when the particle will pass at a given point oF the cylinder controlled by a PM.
imaging at 9Q0 of the measurement cylinder.

111-2-4. Particle size measurements
The measurement oF the particle size distribution in a two phase -Flow is oF great

importance for coal gazification, M.H.D. and plasma spraying and sphero!dization. The particle
characteristics such as their mean diameter, size distribution, mass loading. . . may very
widely in such systems where the size distribution range is usually between 0.5 and 150 tim.

The classical measurement technique. (301) requiresthe extraction of a sample volume,
thus perturbating the flow and giving the results with a rather long time after the sampling.
That is why optical measurements giving continuous and rapid readout are much more preferable.
Moreover, when using lasers, they are adaptable to high temperature systems in spite of their

important background radiation.
The optical techniques are all derived of the Mie scattering theory (302) and they

can be roughly classified into imaging and non imaging techniques.
Non imaging techniques have been recently reviewed by Holve and Self (303-304) . These

techniques can be subdivised into two classes : those which deals with a large number of par-
tides simultanously and those which count and size individual particles one at a time. The
former type includes the transmissometer which measures the attenuation of a lightbeam and
yields a value for the integrated projected.area of the particles in the beam (305). Others
techniques have been described which measure the angular distribution of the light scattered
from a large number of particles simultanously present in a small measurement volume. A new
interferometric approach-For the in situ particle counting sizing has been suggested by Farmer
(306) using the shape of the signals of the scattered light oF single particles passing through
the fringes in the cross over volume of a dual beam laser anemometer (307). For M.H.O. diag-
nostic purpose, Holve et al (304) have set up a particle sizing counter which uses near for-
wardscatter light from a focused He-Ne laser beam, together with pulses-height analysis of the
signals from individual particles. This instrument, which has the capability of truly in situ
measurements with a working space of 50 cm between optical elements, allows to determine the size
distribution in the 1-30 itm diameter range at concentrations up to i05 cm-a in gas flows with
temperatures up to 1600 K (304-305-305).

Imaging techniques include flash photography and holography (309). Holography is the
only existing by which high resolution images of individual particles in a dynamic particle
field array can be produced. It has been applied to the studyof several type oF conbustion
by different investigators. One of the main problems to be solved is the loss of resolution
due to the imaging through the turbid medium normally associated with combustion. Whereas a
resolution of 1.5 um would be appropriate to examine particles smaller than 50 im, the pre-
sence of large temperature gradients surrounding a burning coal particle, requires a much higher
inter-Ferometric sensitivity. Trolinger (310) has designed a holocamera shown in Fig. 23 to
examine basic combustion phenomena in coal particles.

b) Side view

burning

Jcoal_particules
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Fig. 23 - Holocamera for particle sizing a) top view
b) side view

The required high resolution was achieved by magnifying, with high quality lenses,
before recording by using near image plane holography to further relax hologram requirements
and by precisely aligning the hologram during reconstruction. Thus a resolution, down to about
3 im, has been attained at a working distance of 20 cm thus allowing observations of basic
combustion events to be made with coal for the first time.

IV - EXAMPLES

In this section we will try, through a few examples, to show what progresses in
measurement techniques and modeling have been achieved and also what remains to be done.

IV-1. Nitric oxyde synthesis in d.c. plasma jets
Among the results presented at Limoges (135-141-61) we will discuss of the ones ob-

tained with a O.C. plasma arc that seems to be best suited for an industrial application due
to the investments cost and the attractive specific power consumption. In a 30 kW 0.0. plasma
generator (139) the plasma gas composed of a mixture of N2 and 02, is introduced into the

Q)Top view Ne

'slignesent laser ,hologras
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torch while cold oxygen in injected down-stream the arc at the nozzle level. This contributes
to the quenching oF the products which is completed by removing the gas through a water cooled
probe. At the exit of the torch the speciFic enthalpy oF the gas is between 2 and 8 KWh/kg
and the velocity at the nozzle exit, measured without oxygen injection, is between 500 and
I 000 m/s. The specific energy consumption was less than 2.5 KWh/kg and the nitrogen conver-
sion to NO was high as 11 % (molar).

The fact that the Obtained conversion is larger than the equilibrium composition
(6.5 % obtainable -For an equimolar mixture) indicates that reaction kinetics could have an
important in-Fluence on the overall conversion. Most oF the models, starting -From an equili-
brium situation and taking into account the quenching only, leads to a nitrogen conversion
smaller than 9 % (311-323). However when one considers the measured gas velocity., in our ge-
nerator, assuming the plasma to be homogenous with a mean enthalpy temperature of 5 000 K,
a simple calculation gives a residence time of the gas in the heating area smaller than 1O-4s.
Using the relations given by Polak (318) the time necessary for NO to be inequilibrium in
greater and it is then not possible to start the calculations from the equilibrium conditions.
That is why in the model developped in Limoges (324) we have introduced a temperature evolu-
tion for heating and quenching on Fig. 24. The results obtained shows that the reaction

02 + N2 = 2 NO, usually neglected in the others models, is responsible for the NO production
at the beginning and that the NO production rate is maximum between 8 and 12 us Fig. 25.
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24 - Evolution of the mean temperature of a nitrogen flow (first heated in
the arc region of a DC plasma torch and then cooled by cold oxygen injec-
tion in the nozzle of the torch), Reprinted from (139)

Fig. 25 - Evolution of the NO rate production as a function of time with a DC plas-
ma torch. Reprinted from (139)

This simplified model allows to understand the experimental conversion rate obtained.
Of course it might also be necessary to take into account the diffusion phenomena and the plas-
ma temperature gradients speially with the possible reactions with excited species such as
N (20), N2 (A 3E) and ions 0 , N2, ND, O. However to understand better the role (probably
important) of the different species, measurements of the N2(A), NO(C,A,6) and NOV must be
performed by laser fluorescence (with a pulsed ruby laser coupled with a dye laser) and the
results coupled with the classical spectroscopic measurements (325) will allow us to develop
our model.

From on industrial point of view, we will consider the process proposed by Vurzel
and Polak (318) Fig. 26. The O2-N2 mixture admitted in (1) is compressed and admitted in an
heat exchanger. Heated at a temperature T1 the gas enters the d.c. plasma generator at point
(3). Leaving the nozzle, the plasma at a temperature T2 is rapidly cooled to T3 with the re-

cycled gases. The gas at T3 is then used to preheat the plasma gas in (2) and then to heat
water vapour. The important point elucidated by our kinetic calculations is that is not ne-
cessary to cool the gases under 2 000 K to achieve a good conversion rate.

Fig.

Ig(-a(NO/at) —
Fig .25
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Fig. 26 - Nitric oxide production process
.

2 : high temperature heat exchanger
3 : plasma generator
4 : quenching device with recycled cold gas

5 : high pressure vapor generator
6 : NO2 extraction device
7 : oxyton 8 : compressor, 9 : d.c. source
10 : cooling circuit oF the plasma generator'
11 : high pressure water vapour circuit
Drawn -From a suggestion of Polak (328)

Then, with T1 = I 800 K, T2 > 3 500 K, T3 2 ODD K and 8 % oF NO2 obtained in the
plasma, the speciFic energy consumption oF the process is less than 7 kWh/kg 0-F NO. OF course
this calculation does not take into account the energy consumption oF the compressors, oF the
cooling circuits and of the oxytone, but when comparing with classical process this must be
less than 5 kWh/kg. At least in this conditions a 10 MW unit would produce about 1.3 t on of
HNO3 per hour. To be accepted in industry this specific energy consumption should be reduced
by about 50 %. This could be done by reducing the energy consumption and increasing nitrogen
conversion. The first experiments done have shown that a pressure increase (up to 10 atm)
is favorable. Further Cavadias (326), in a HF N2-O2 plasma with a W03 deposit on the wall, has
shown that, in its experimental conditions (ID T < p < 40 T), an heterogenous catalytic effect,
ascribed to a nitrogen chimiesorption, allows to double the nitrogen conversion to ND.

IV-2. Acetylene production in plasma
As already mentioned the acetylene production was one of the important application

of plasma chemistry in the sixties. In the Huels (131), Hoechts (132) or Dupont de Nemours (133)
8 to 10 MW plasma furnaces either A.C. or D.C., hydrocarbons were injected in hydrogen plasmas,

the quenching of the products being done by hydrocarbons and/or water. The specific energy
consumption ranged between 6 and ID kWh/kg of C2H2with concentration of C2H2 between 14 an
18 by weight and concentration of C2H between 3 an 7 %. Unfortunately due to the low cost
of oil at that time the process was abandoned at the end of the sixties and replaced by the
production of ethylene by oil vapocraking. Ethylene then replaced acetylene for most of the
chemical processes as shown on Fig. 27 representing the evolution of ethylene and acetylene
production in the States.

However if in the U.S. the organic products are obtained at 97.5 from ethylene
and at 2.5 from acetylene a few of then, corresponding to 18 of the ethylene uses are
more easily obtained from acetylene like C.V., vinyl acetate and acetaldehyde (328). In this
conditions it is reasonnable to think that a plasma process using coal to produce acetylene
could be of future interest.

Such a process has been studied by AVCD. Using a D.C. arc stabilized with hydrogen
Fig. 28, coal particles are injected downstream the cathode, and before the anode, the mixing
with the plasma gas being improved by a magnetic rotation of the arc.

The quenching is done by gas injection or coal powder. With such a devi-
ce the specific energy consumption is 8.8 kWh/kg with a concentration of 15.5 of C2H2. Ta-

king into account some interesting products as HCN obtained by nitrogen injection to destroy

ir
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Fig. 27 - C2H2 and C2H evolution of the production in the U.S.E.
Reprinted -Form (328)

Fig. 28 - AVCO plasma -Furnace

the coatings of -Free carbon, the cost o-F the process was evaluated by AVCO between 5.76 c/lb
and 7.55 c/lb depending oF the use oF naphta -For the quenching. Even i-F, in the actual oil
situation, such a process seems to be industrially competitive some improvmentscould be done
specially -For the coal injection, the plasma gas and the catalysis.

For example the work oF Rapakoulias and Amouroux (328) has shown, -For the production
o-F HEN and C2H2 in a HF plasma o-F N2 and CH, the role oF the vibrational and rotational exci-
tations and oF the diFFerent excited states as N2(A3E) and N2(0311). But maybe the most impor-
tant point emphasized in this work is the heterogenous catalysis (chimiesorption oF N2(A)
states) showing that with a molybdenum grating in the reaction zone it is possible to increase
the HEN -Formation by as much as 50 %. 0-F course all this results should be completed to take
into account the role o-F the atoms and o the radicals -Formed (the laser -Fluorescence experi-

ments could give very interesting results) and also to understand better the catalytic pheno-
mena, but anyhow they are yet very promising and they could make the results even more indus-
trially competitive.

IV-3. Plasma spraying

The -Formation oF protective coatings by spraying a stream oF molten metal or ceramic
particles was -First developed using combustion -Flames into which the spray material was -Fed
as a powder, wire or rod. In the sixties, commercial plasma spraying equipment became availa-
ble. These were composed oF a d.c. plasma jet used to melt a powder and project the droplets
at high velocity against the substrate to be coated. Now plasma spraying is widely used and
generally better understood. It is not our intention here to describe all the materials that
can be sprayed and the diFFerent problems encountered (see -For example recently published re-
views (112-113) but just emphasize some points. The properties required o-F plasma sprayed
coatings may vary considerably depending upon the applications : low porosity -For wear resis-
tance and corrosion protection; porous deposit -For thermal barrier... Anyhow the physical
properties oF a given material depend largely upon spraying conditions. The deposit consists
oF successive layers oF material built up by the impact oF molten droplets, projected at
high velocity, which -Flatten against the substrate. From the theoretical treatment oF this
by Madejski (329-330) and assuming that the liquid droplet -Flattens be-Fore solidification
occurs, we have -For the ratio oF the diameter oF the -Flattened disc (0) to diameter oF the
initial drop (d)

D/d = 1.29(p.v.d0.2
p

where p = liquid density, p = liquid viscosity, v = droplet impact velocity. This -Formula
underline the necessity to get molten droplets with high velocity to cover well the substra-
te. For example with molten alumina particles in the velocity range 100-400 m/s one gets
0/d = 3-B in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. For a given coating material,
the porosity is related to the particle velocity and temperature. The role oF velocity was
demonstrated at Limoges (275) experiments in which y particles with narrow size distribution
(18 - 4 pm) were sprayed using a N2-H2 D.C. plasma jet. A porosity oF 23 was observed at a
75 mm torch target distance but this was reduced to 11 B at 50 mm, distance which was -Found
to correspond to the maximum particle velocity on the axis o-F the jet. The eFFect oF the
velocity is also shown by the radial variation oF porosity in a deposit sprayed on to a -Fixed

Fig. 27
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target. The particle velocity is 150 rn/s greater on the axis oF the jet than at the pen-
phery Fig. 29 and the porosity oF the deposit was observed to range -Frorn 10 % on the axis
o-F the jet to 22 % at 15 rnrn radius.

Fig. 29 - Alurnina particles velocity -Field in a DC plasrna jet (290 A ; 100 V
p = 72 % ; N2 = 37 Nl/rnn ; H2 : 11 Nl/rnn) . Reprinted -Frorn (275)

When one considers the irnportant ternperatures and velocity gradients in D.C. plas-
rna jets and also the granulornetry range of the powders it is clean that the velocities and
temperatures oF the particles will be very diFFerent. The important macroscopic parameters
are very numerous, type oF plasma gas, -Flow rate, arc current intensity and voltage, nozzle
dimensions, particle injector position and inclination, carrier gas -Flow rate, target dis-
tance -From the nozzle, position and gas -Flow rate oF a compressed air barrier blast normally
to the plasma jet to eliminate the particles that did not enter the plasma (331). .. Then it

is almost impossible to determine the optimal values oF this parameters (even with statisti-
cal planned experiments). The only way to do it is to control this parameters with the sta-
tistical measurement oF the velocities and temperatures o-F the particles. For example these
measurements shows that -For a given Al203 particle granulometry range, a given -Flow rate oF
the plasma gas (N2-H2 70 Nl/mn) and a given electrical power (30 kW) the injected particles
should have velocities between 20 and 24 rn/s. With smaller velocities the particles do not
enter in the plasma jet and -For greater they just cross it. Accordingly it was possible to

determine the optimal macroscopic parameters required to obtain Cr203 sprayed deposits oF
less than 2 % porosity.

The temperature and the velocity particles measurements allows also a better con-
trol oF the cooling rate oF the particles (greater than K/s) and thus oF the cristalli-
ne structure of them (control of the y or a phase o-F alumine particles)... At least, on a
more theoretical point oF view, this measurements will allow the experimental determination
of mass and heat transfer coefficients between plasma and particles.

IV-4. Extractive metallurgy
A special attention has been given to the application of thermal plasmas to extrac-

tive metallurgy. In this case the interaction of the plasma gas, with its highly excited
species, with the molten metal bath can completely modifies the equilibrium concentrations
obtained with the classical furnaces. It is then possible, for example, to saturate steel
with a high concentration of nitrogen and still have a rather uniform distribution of the
nitride phase in the ingot which would be unattainable by others methods (12). It is also
possible, by controlling the pressure in the alloying process, to avoid the losses of highly
volatile components (Mm, Mg...) which take place in the classical processes (vacuum arcs,
electron beam remelting...). The remelting of alloys in plasma furnaces such as those deve-
loped at the Baikov Institute of Metallurgy is Moscow (12), by the Ulvac in Japan (126), of
the Linde type in USSR and GRO, by the Daido Steel in Japan (332) or by Electrotherm in
Belgium (127), allows the refining of various metals, including heat resistant alloys, high
temperature metals, ball bearing steels, high tensile special steels... (12-154). The use
of reducing gases like hydrogen, ammonia, natural gas... allows melting with a deep deoxida-
tion. In this type of remelting furnaces the specific energy consumption can vary between
0.6 to 6 kWh/kg. However an important cost item in this process is due to the gas used for
the pilot plasma generator which is argon or helium. Fortunately the gas consumption seems
to be independant of the charge and of the furnace power.

The reduction of oxides and ammonium salts of tungsten and molybdenum, of chlorides
of tungsten, molybdenum, titanium, zirconium has been investigated in arc and HF plasma fur-
naces at the Baikov Institute of Moscow. Studies on the reduction of silicium chloride are
performed in the U.S. (Westinghouse) or in France (ENSP, Limoges). With the gases the reac-
tions rates are so high that the reaction is completed in less than a few milliseconds, ho-
wever the important point for the selectivity of the products is the quenching rate. Fast
quenching is responsible for the condensation of submicromic particles of pure metal which
are characterized by enhanced chemical activity. Such fine powders are often used as catalysts,

rtmm]
powder Injection
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pigments or as a bonding agent in powder metallurgy.
So far, plasma processes in extractive metallurgy have to play a great role in the

effective utilization oF polymetal ores and concentrates and in the processing oF industrial
wastes. Two types oF treatment are possible corresponding to chemical reactions with the
condensed phase or in the gaseous phase respectively. The first type is per-Formed in -Furna--
ces -Fed with solid particles such as those oF Bethlehem, Westinghouse, Foster Wheeler, Noran—
de, Toronto, Limoges (154-148), where, up till now, iron ores, -Ferroalloys ores and molybde—
nite have been treated. The second type is per-Formed through evaporation as those oF tin
slags at the N.P.L. (164). Although -From an economical point oF view (148-154) the Bethlehem
(151) steel making plasma process seems to be industrially competitive, it is clear that
much progresses remain to be done -For a wider acceptance oF plasma technology.

The two parameters that have to be reduced are the gas cost and the speciFic energy
consumption (even i-F the relative cost oF energy is supposed to decrease with the development
oF nuclear plants). For the gas, due to improvment o-F the torches or oF the -Furnaces design
(30-31-148), it is now possible, in most operations, to use hydrogen which is a much cheaper
gas than argon or helium, except oF course when their is a prohibitive dissolution oF hydro-
gen is the metal. As -For the speci-Fic energy consumption it is clear that it depends on the
heat trans-Fer in the -Furnace. Due to their high speciFic surFace the heat transFer rates are
much greater with particles than with solid bodies. Un-Fortunately the heating eFFiciency oF
particles is limited due to the -Fact that a large amount o-F energy is necessary to heat up

the gas -First, -For example in an extinguishing plasma, the heating eFFiciency (compared to
the power o-F the arc) is only oF a -Few' percents (112) . When the particles are injected in
the arc area the heat transFer rate may be increased due to the out oF equilibrium boundary
layer with the electrons. Relatively -Few studies has been concerned with the gas-particles
out o-F equilibrium (333) heat transFer compared to that between a plasma and a wall (334-336).
Moreower the trans-Fer characteristics in the -Furnace is a -Function o-F the constriction oF
the plasma and depends on the electrode con-Figuration, on the position oF injection oF the
plasma gas and its -Flow rate (31). The way in which the particles are injected is also very
important since it determine whether they can penetrate or not the hot zone oF the plasma.
For example this can be done using the magnetohydrodynamic pumping at the cathode tip as in
-Fluid convective cathode -Furnaces (36-39). Another problem which deserves a special atten-
tion is the interaction between the plasma and the particles. For example with a very simpli-
-Fied model, Mathieu (89) has shown that in an extinguishing plasma used -For the spherodisa-
tion oF clay particles the -Fast evaporation oF the small particles cools the plasma, thus
reducing the heat trans-Fer to the bigger particles and accordingly the overall energy e-F-Fi-
ciency oF the process. The situation is more complicated in the presence oF chemical reaction
since it is not always the case that the reaction rate is controled by heat transFer. For
example our calculations on the reduction c-F Fe203 particles in a hydrogen plasma has shown
that the time required -For the reaction products to di-F-Fuse -From the particle (337) is about
0.2 s -For a 100 im, which is about -Five times the time required to heat the particle to the
reaction temperature and to supply it with the necessary heat oF reaction. In such a case
it might be necessary to increase the particles residence time in the -Furnace by reducing
the gas velocity, which might not necessarily be compatible with a stable plasma operation.
That is why the -Falling -Film technique as developed by Mac Rae (151) represents a good
solution c-F this problem, allowing residence times greater than I s. Fortunately the reduced
speciFic surFace c-F the -Falling -Film (compared to that o-F the particles) is compensated by
the improved heat transFer rates due to the -Fact that the -Falling -Film is used as the anode

(339-341) thus recovering up to 60 oF the arc energy losses. Further studies are needed
to improve our understanding oF the heat trans-Fer to an electrode in the presence c-F chemi-
cal reactions.

From the above it is obvious that while plasma applications in metallurgy has made
good progress a lot need to be done to understand better the -Fundamentals c-F the processes
involved and to be able to improve the overall economic picture associated to this large

scale plasma application.

CONCLUSION

I-F plasma chemistry is known since the beginning c-F the century, a lot c-F experi-
ments has been made between 1955 and 1970. However important progresses have been achieved
only in the seventies with the improvement c-F measurement techniques. This helped to identi-
-Fy, in homogenous reactions, the role c-F the excited states and c-F the kinetic, electronic,
vibrational and rotational excitation and to show that the most important part c-F plasma
chemistry is the quenching c-F the excited new species -Formed. For heterogenous reactions
the improvment c-F the measurement techniques allows a better understanding c-F the heat and
mass transFer phenomena between the plasma and the particles.

Among the diagnostic techniques used one has to emphazies the use c-F laser diagnos-
tic, either to determine the rate coe-F-Ficients c-F reactions with excited species specially
the metastable ones that may allow speciFic stereochemistry or to study the particles velo-
city and size.

In the -Future as electricity becomes the most available and versatile source c-F
energy, industrial, uses c-F plasma chemical reactors will become increasingly attractive be-
cause
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- they can be operated and stopped very quickly
- their energy density is very high and the reactions are very fast compared to

the classical reactors allowing the use of small units with a rather low investement cost
- they are usually not polluting
However, a lot of progresseshas yet to be made to further understand what happens

during plasma treatment from a microscopic point of view in order to improve the conversion
rates and the specific energy consumptions. For example catalysis seems to be very promising

but almost everything remains to be done.
The main areas of research, in plasma chemistry seems now to be
- research on reactions withexcited states : stereochemistry with metastable

states, eximers and flowing lasers...
- research on the destruction of polluting molecules (SO2, NO2, NO...), high atmos-

phere and space chemistry...
- production of molecules with high added values either in organic chemistry or

for ceremics with specific cristalline structure...
- production of molecules with low added values improving 'the conversion rates and

energy consumption, in particular, due to the oil crisis, researches are developped for NO
production from air, C2H2 and C2H from coal...

- application of plasma technology to metallurgy allowing the local treatment of
low grade ores and the production of high purity metals...

- production of submicronic powders or spheroidized particles for sintering...
- development of the plasma sprayed coatings for wear and. corrosion protection,

thermal and electrical barrier surfaces with low coefficients of friction...
- surface treatment in low pressure plasmas for electronic, optical and wear resis-

tance applications...
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